
















































































































































































































































































































（Xia Men University，College of Humanites，Xiamen，361000，China）
Abstract：“Popularity”is a common word in today's society.It has been widely used in different 
occasions.In recent years，it has been actively used in online media with a steady increase.Due to the 
lack of academic research of the origins of“popularity”，some scholars mistakenly believe that the 
word“popularity”is borrowed from the foreign words in Japanese Language.Through retrieving corpus，
I found that the word“popularity”has appeared in Huang Di Nei Jing.Since then its meaning has been in 
existence and used in Chinese.We need plenty of corpus to interpret the word and trace to the source.From 
the perspective of linguistics，this paper include four aspects：the source，semantic analysis，pragmatic 
analytical and thinking mode of chinese.It concludes that“popularity”is not a foreign word derived from 
Japan.It has existed in our country since ancient times.At the same time，I also glimpse at the reasons for 
its long-lasting use.
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